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Introduction of Senate Bills
1

To designate a portion of LA Highway 14 in Calcasieu Parish as the "Louisiana State Trooper Steven
Vincent Memorial Highway". (8/1/16)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMORRISHSB

2
Authorizes payments funded by state systems' experience accounts to certain retirees and beneficiaries.
(2/3 - CA10s29(F)) (6/30/16)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

3
Provides benefits for members hired on or after January 1, 2017. (6/30/16)

FIREFIGHTERS RETIREMENTPEACOCKSB

4
Provides for the frequency of meetings of the board of trustees. (6/30/16)

TEACHERS RETIREMENTPEACOCKSB

5
Provides for the payment of certain system administrative expenses. (6/10/16)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

6
Provides relative to contributions of members out of service for five years.  (6/30/16)

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES RETPEACOCKSB

7
Provides relative to certain purchases of service credit. (6/30/16)

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES RETPEACOCKSB

8
Provides relative to deferred retirement option plan subaccount disbursements.  (6/30/16)

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES RETPEACOCKSB

9
Provides for eligibility to receive benefits after withdrawal from service. (6/30/16)

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES RETPEACOCKSB

10
Provides for the payment of certain system administrative expenses. (6/10/16)

STATE POLICE RET FUNDPEACOCKSB

11
Authorizes the Beauregard Parish Assessment District to provide for an automobile expense allowance
for the assessor. (gov sig)

LOCAL OFFICIALSSMITH, J.SB

12
Removes redundant provisions of law and makes technical changes. (6/30/16)

STATE POLICE RET FUNDPEACOCKSB

13
Provides for the commissioner of administration and the treasurer to be voting members of the board of
trustees. (6/30/16)

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE RETPEACOCKSB

14
Adds employees of the Chenier Plain Coastal Restoration and Protection Authority to the system
membership. (7/1/16)

STATE EMPLOYEE RETMORRISHSB

15
Adds the Iberia Parish Levee, Hurricane and Conservation District to the system. (7/1/16)

STATE EMPLOYEE RETMILLSSB

16
Provides for a benefit for survivors of members killed in the line of duty by an intentional violent act.
(6/30/16)

SHERIFFS PEN/RELIEF FUNDPEACOCKSB

17
Provides for optional retirement plan participants to become members of the regular retirement system.
(6/30/16)

TEACHERS RETIREMENTPEACOCKSB

18
Provides for actuarial determinations and application of funds. (6/30/16)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

19
Establishes a "Back-DROP" benefit for certain members. (2/3 - CA10s29(F)) (6/30/16)

CLERKS OF COURT RETMILLSSB

20
Provides for actuarial determinations and application of funds. (6/30/16)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB
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21
Extends legislative authority for the Louisiana Obesity Prevention and Management Commission.
(8/1/16)

HEALTH CAREBOUDREAUXSB

22
To change the chair of the Multimodal Commerce Advisory Commission to the commissioner of 
multimodal commerce. (7/1/16)

TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPTCHABERTSB

23
Provides relative to business filings with the secretary of state. (2/1/17)

SECRETARY OF STATEMARTINYSB

24
Provides relative to parole eligibility. (8/1/16)

CRIMINAL PROCEDUREMARTINYSB

25
Provides for duration and consideration of certain matters during regular sessions of the Legislature. (2/3
- CA3s2(A))

LEGISLATIVE SESSIONSMORRELLSB

26
Provides relative to servitudes of natural drainage. (gov sig)

SERVITUDESALLAINSB

27
Provides relative to motor vehicle rental insurers. (8/1/16)

INSURERSSMITH, J.SB

28
Provides relative to the qualifications of the chief of police for the town of Gueydan. (8/1/16)

MUNICIPALITIESPERRYSB

29
Provides relative to the sale of raw milk by a farmer to a consumer. (8/1/16)

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIESLAFLEURSB

30
Authorizes the exchange of land between the Department of Agriculture and Forestry and the Cooper
Cemetery Association in Beauregard Parish. (8/1/16)

PUBLIC LANDSSMITH, J.SB

31
Provides relative to the Greater Krotz Springs Port Commission. (8/1/16)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSMILLSSB

32
Authorizes the city of Carencro to levy a sales and use tax. (gov sig)

LOCAL FINANCEBOUDREAUXSB

33
Prohibits the harvest, collection, sale, or transport of organs or body parts of aborted babies.  (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTGATTISB

34
Prohibits increase in motor vehicle liability insurance policies under certain circumstances. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE POLICIESGATTISB

35
Requires insurance for persons handling explosives. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE POLICIESGATTISB

36
Provides exclusion from coverage for medical malpractice by doctor practicing outside his specialty or
hospital privileges. (8/1/16)

MALPRACTICEGATTISB

37
Provides for recognition of waiver services granted to military parents transferred to Louisiana. (8/1/16)

HEALTH CAREGATTISB

38
Provides with respect to payment of nonemergency services rendered in an emergency room to certain
patients. (8/1/16)

MEDICAIDGATTISB

39
Constitutional amendment increasing level of assessed valuation at which homestead exemption applies.
(2/3 - CA13s1(A))

TAX EXEMPTIONSGATTISB

40
Recreates the income tax checkoff donation for Friends of Palmetto Island State Park. (gov sig)

TAX/TAXATIONPERRYSB

41
Increases supplemental pay for certain eligible law enforcement officers and firefighters to $1,000 per
month. (7/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGGATTISB
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42
Abolishes the City Court of Winnsboro and establishes the Mayor's Court for the City of Winnsboro.
(1/1/17)

COURTSRISERSB

43
Provides that the positions of police chief and fire chief for the city of Denham Springs are in the
unclassified service. (gov sig)

LOCAL EMPLOYEESERDEYSB

44
Provides for workers' compensation insurance premium reductions to certain employers. (8/1/16)

WORKERS' COMPENSATIONGATTISB

45
Designates the interchange of I-10 (Exit 54) with LA 99 in Welsh, LA, Jefferson Davis Parish, as the "SP4
Donald C. Gillett Memorial Interchange". (8/1/16)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMORRISHSB

46
Excludes carrying a concealed handgun from the crime of illegal carrying of weapons for certain persons.
(8/1/16)

LAW ENFORCEMENTGATTISB

47
Provides that it is the legal duty of the attorney general to represent deputy constables. (8/1/16)

ATTORNEY GENERALLAMBERTSB

48
Authorizes the St. Mary Parish Council, the town of Berwick and Recreation District No. 3 to enter into a
contract assigning to the town the obligation to provide service in the area of the district annexed by the
town. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESALLAINSB

49
Requires approval of the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget before certain salary increases in the
executive branch are effective in the last ninety days of an administration.  (7/1/16)

PUBLIC EMPLOYEESLONGSB

50
Amends definition of autocycle applicable to operator's helmet exemption and driver's license
endorsement requirement. (8/1/16)

MOTOR VEHICLESSMITH, G.SB

51
Authorizes the board of the Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal District to levy additional mills of ad
valorem tax to be dedicated to channel operation, maintenance, and improvement. (gov sig)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSJOHNSSB

52
Provides for the creation of a single preferred drug list for reimbursement of Medicaid covered outpatient
drugs. (gov sig)

MEDICAIDMILLSSB

53
Provides for the Louisiana Secure Choice Savings Plan. (gov sig)

EMPLOYMENTBROWN, TROYSB

54
Creates a pilot program (Statewide Motor Vehicle Theft and Uninsured Motorists Identification Program)
involving the use of license plate recognition devices for certain purposes.  (8/1/16)

LAW ENFORCEMENTJOHNSSB

55
Constitutional amendment  to create the Louisiana Governmental Reorganization Commission (2/3 -
CA13sl(A))

GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONJOHNSSB

56
Provides for retention, archiving, and destruction of records in the state prescription monitoring program.
(8/1/16)

CONTROL DANGER SUBSTANCEJOHNSSB

57
Prohibits the increase in salary for executive branch employees, agency employees, and cabinet
members for a period commencing on the gubernatorial election day and concluding on inauguration day.
(gov sig)

GOVERNORBISHOP, W.SB

58
Repeals certain requirements relative to home service contract providers. (8/1/16)

CONTRACTSMARTINYSB

59
Provides for the qualifications of professional engineers. (gov sig)

ENGINEERSMARTINYSB
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60
Provides relative to the crime of organized retail theft. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTMARTINYSB

61
Provides relative to parole eligibility. (8/1/16)

PROBATION/PAROLEMARTINYSB

62
Provides for parking in residential areas. (8/1/16)

MOTOR VEHICLESMARTINYSB

63
Repeals certain laws relative to the Chennault Aviation and Military Museum of Louisiana in order to
transfer the museum from the Department of State to the Ouachita Parish School Board.  (gov sig)

MUSEUMSWALSWORTHSB

64
Provides an exception for an attorney serving on a Civil Service Commission.  (8/1/16)

ETHICSLUNEAUSB

65
Provides for a mayor's court in the village of Creola. (gov sig)

MUNICIPALITIESLUNEAUSB

66
Constitutional amendment to provide for disqualification from holding an elective office. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

ELECTED OFFICIALSAPPELSB

67
Constitutional amendment to abolish the Board of Regents and the postsecondary management boards
and transfer their powers, duties, functions, and responsibilities to a newly created Board of Trustees for
Postsecondary Education. (2/3 - CA13sl(A))

POSTSECONDARY EDAPPELSB

68
Provides relative to the Legislative Youth Advisory Council. (gov sig)

LEGISLATIVE AGENCIESWALSWORTHSB

69
Constitutional amendment to provide for disqualification from holding an elective office. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

ELECTED OFFICIALSWALSWORTHSB

70
Prohibits sex offenders from soliciting business door to door.  (8/1/16)

SEX OFFENSESLONGSB

71
Provides relative to the crime of aggravated kidnapping.  (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTLONGSB

72
Authorizes private employers to provide employment preferences for veterans. (8/1/16)

EMPLOYMENTPEACOCKSB

73
Provides relative to the crime of resisting an officer. (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTWHITE, BODISB

74
Provides relative to the official logo for state products and authorizes civil penalties. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIESTHOMPSONSB

75
Repeals the Pest Control Compact. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPTTHOMPSONSB

76
Constitutional amendment to remove prohibition against civil servants being able to participate or engage
in political activities. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

CIVIL SERVICEGATTISB

77
Abolishes statutory dedication of funds. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGGATTISB

78
Increases medical malpractice cap for child brain injuries. (gov sig)

MALPRACTICEGATTISB

79
Provides relative to TOPS awards amounts. (gov sig)

TOPSMORRISHSB

80
Constitutional amendment to authorize the postsecondary education management boards to establish
tuition and fee amounts charged by institutions under their supervision and management. (2/3-CA13sl(A))

POSTSECONDARY EDMORRISHSB
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81
Provides relative to TOPS award amounts. (gov sig)

TOPSMORRISHSB

82
Creates the Cameron Parish Port, Harbor, and Terminal District. (1/1/17)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSMORRISHSB

83
Extends period within which to file delictual actions from one to two years. (gov sig)

PRESCRIPTIONGATTISB

84
Allows civil service employees to engage in political activities. (See Act)

CIVIL SERVICEGATTISB

85
Provides certain requirements for supervisors in state government. (8/1/16)

STATE AGENCIESGATTISB

86
Provides for exceptions to dispensing limits by prescribers who are practicing at a National Cancer
Institute-designated comprehensive cancer center. (gov sig)

PHYSICIANSJOHNSSB

87
Dedicates interchange of I-10 with US 171 in Calcasieu Parish as "Louisiana State Master Trooper
Stephen H. Gray Memorial Interchange". (8/1/16)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSSMITH, J.SB

88
Provides relative to TOPS eligibility requirements. (gov sig)

TOPSMORRISHSB

89
Provides relative to TOPS eligibility requirements. (gov sig)

TOPSMORRISHSB

90
Amends the threshold age of the victim for certain elements and penalty provisions of the crimes of
human trafficking and trafficking of children for sexual purposes. (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTJOHNSSB

91
Increases penalties for texting or using social media while driving.  (gov sig)

TRAFFICCOLOMBSB

92
Provides for the issuance of REAL ID compliant driver's licenses and special identification cards. (gov
sig)

MOTOR VEHICLESCOLOMBSB

93
Provides gambling exception for certain fantasy or simulation games under certain circumstances. (gov
sig)

INTERNETCOLOMBSB

94
Enacts Louisiana Uniform Adult Guardianship Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act. (8/1/16)

CIVIL PROCEDURECOLOMBSB

95
Provides relative to evidence of compulsory motor vehicle insurance.  (8/1/16)

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCEWARDSB

96
Repeals the expungement fee assessed by Jefferson Parish Clerk of Court. (8/1/16)

CLERKS OF COURTSMITH, G.SB

97
Provides for the carrying of certain knives by concealed handgun permit holders.  (gov sig)

WEAPONSSMITH, G.SB

98
Require all flags purchased by the state of Louisiana to be made in the United States.  (8/1/16)

PROCUREMENT CODESMITH, G.SB

99
Provides relative to sales by minors. (8/1/16).

TAX/TAXATIONSMITH, G.SB

100
Includes trailer safety education in driver's education courses and materials. (8/1/16)

DRIVER EDUCATIONSMITH, G.SB

101
Provides for use of the economic damages proceeds received from the settlement of the BP Deepwater
litigation. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGCLAITORSB
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102
Provides relative to firearm-free zones.  (8/1/16)

WEAPONSSMITH, G.SB

103
Provides for notification to the commissioner of insurance of breaches of data security in systems
containing certain personal information relating to consumers. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERSMITH, J.SB

104
Provides relative to credit for reinsurance for certain health, life, and annuity products. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERSMITH, J.SB

105
Requires certain commodities to be covered when transported on certain highways. (1/1/18)

SAFETY REGULATIONSPEACOCKSB

106
Provides for the elimination of the short-form birth certification card. (gov sig)

VITAL STATISTICSBOUDREAUXSB

107
Provides for the re-creation of the Department of Health and Hospitals and to change the name to
Department of Health. (See Act)

HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPTBARROWSB

108
Provides relative to a deferred presentment or small loan transaction. (8/1/16)

LOANSTHOMPSONSB

109
Provides for confidentiality of applications and client case records for child care assistance clients. (gov
sig)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDBARROWSB

110
Re-creates the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism. (6/30/16)

CULT/REC/TOUR DEPARTMENTWARDSB

111
Creates the Parkwood Terrace Crime Prevention and Neighborhood Improvement District in East Baton
Rouge Parish. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSBARROWSB

112
Provides relative to the practice of cosmetology. (8/1/16)

COSMETOLOGYBARROWSB

113
Provides relative to transporters of hazardous materials. (8/1/16)

MOTOR CARRIERSCORTEZSB

114
Requires approval by the secretary of the Department of Health and Hospitals for any salary adjustments
or cost of living adjustments for certain management boards falling under the auspices of the department.
(gov sig)

HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPTLAFLEURSB

115
Requires charter schools in certain parishes to follow the student holiday schedule established by the
parish school board. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSBISHOP, W.SB

116
Provides relative to the regional distribution of postsecondary institutions and educational services. (gov
sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDAPPELSB

117
Provides for the Medicaid Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics Committee. 
(gov sig)

MEDICAIDMILLSSB

118
Repeals authority for local governmental subdivisions to create sustainable energy financing districts.
(8/1/16)

ENERGY DEVELOPMENTMILLSSB

119
Provides relative to the administration and regulation of underground utilities and facilities. (gov sig)

UTILITIESMARTINYSB

120
Provides for salaries of judges as recommended by the Judicial Compensation Commission. (gov sig)

JUDGESMARTINYSB

121
Creates the Louisiana Family Caregiver Act. (gov sig)

HEALTH CARECOLOMBSB
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122
Prohibits certain forms of untrue or misleading advertisements. (8/1/16)

ADVERTISINGBARROWSB

123
Revises and reorganizes Code of Criminal Procedure articles and Revised Statutes relative to bail. 
(1/1/17)

CRIMINAL PROCEDURECLAITORSB

124
Creates the crime of criminal trespass by unmanned aircraft.  (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCLAITORSB

125
Provides relative to the La. Competency-Based Education Program and the La. Education Assessment
Program (LEAP) tests. (gov sig)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYAPPELSB

126
Provides relative to payable on death accounts. (8/1/16)

BANKS/BANKINGMARTINYSB

127
Provides relative to juveniles sentenced to life without parole. (gov sig)

JUVENILE JUSTICEMARTINYSB

128
Provides relative to self-service storage facilities. (gov sig)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSMARTINYSB

129
Provides relative to certification of regional notification centers. (gov sig)

UTILITIESMARTINYSB

130
Prohibits certain procedures against public officers concerning the compelling of appropriations of funds.
(gov sig)

CIVIL PROCEDUREAPPELSB

131
Provides for alternative options to prescription drugs. (8/1/16)

HEALTH CAREJOHNSSB

132
Requires health insurance coverage for temporal mandibular joint disorders. (8/1/16)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEMARTINYSB

133
Provides for prescription drug access. (8/1/16)

HEALTH CAREJOHNSSB

134
Provides with respect to the membership of the Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority Board.  (gov
sig)

COASTAL PROTECT/RES AUTHCHABERTSB

135
Authorizes political subdivisions to open proceedings with voluntary prayer. (8/1/16)

RELIGIOUS FREEDOMS/LIBERTIESMILKOVICHSB

136
Provides relative to the employment of special attorneys or counsel. (gov sig)

JUSTICE DEPARTMENTWARDSB

137
Provides for the boundaries and board membership of the Baton Rouge North Economic Development
District. (gov sig)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTBARROWSB

138
Provides relative to student eligibility for the Student Scholarships for Educational Excellence Program.
(gov sig)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDMORRISHSB

139
Removes the Schepis Museum from the jurisdiction of the Department of State. (gov sig)

MUSEUMSRISERSB

140
Provides for the organization of the Department of Environmental Quality. (8/1/16)

ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPTWALSWORTHSB

141
Adds surveillance by unmanned aircraft to the crime of criminal trespass. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCLAITORSB

142
Authorizes the commissioner of administration to transfer certain state property in Webster Parish. (gov
sig)

PUBLIC LANDSGATTISB
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143
Provides relative to money transmission and customer safety. (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSBARROWSB

144
Provides relative to state banks' accounting for immovable property. (8/1/16)

BANKS/BANKINGMARTINYSB

145
Repeals certain provisions of the Sale of Checks and Money Transmission Act. (8/1/16)

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSMARTINYSB

146
Provides for institutions of higher education to first use capital outlay funding for deferred maintenance
projects. (8/1/16)

CAPITAL OUTLAYGATTISB

147
Provides for charter schools to pay a proportionate share of the local school district's of Teachers'
Retirement System UAL payment. (6/30/16)

SCHOOLSGATTISB

148
Abolishes boards and commissions, authorities, districts, and like entities that are inactive. (8/1/16)

STATE AGENCIESGATTISB

149
Provides relative to the funding of virtual charter schools. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSGATTISB

150
Provides relative to mandatory bail hearings for certain defendants.  (8/1/16)

CRIMINAL PROCEDUREPERRYSB

151
Repeals certain provisions declared unconstitutional that regard attorney fees in lawsuits filed against
public officials. (8/1/16)

DISTRICT ATTORNEYSCLAITORSB

152
Repeals provision that any person entering an alcoholic beverage outlet is deemed to consent to a
search which was declared unconstitutional.  (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSCLAITORSB

153
Removes certain provisions regarding prosecution of the possession of a firearm with obliterated,
removed, changed or altered number or mark which were declared unconstitutional. (8/1/16)

WEAPONSCLAITORSB

154
Repeals certain provisions relative to jury trials that were declared unconstitutional. (gov sig)

CIVIL PROCEDURECLAITORSB

155
Provides for the allocation for a portion of the economic damages proceeds from the Deepwater Horizon
event. (7/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGCLAITORSB

156
Repeals Balanced Treatment of Creation-Science Act declared unconstitutional. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSCLAITORSB

157
Provides relative to scrap metal recyclers. (gov sig)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSCORTEZSB

158
Provides relative to marine products. (8/1/16)

BOATS/BOATINGCORTEZSB

159
Authorizes LTA to undertake state-designated priority "A" or "B" projects in Statewide Transportation
Plan. (gov sig)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSCORTEZSB

160
Authorizes DOTD to conduct RFQ and RFP bid process concurrently and to issue a single RFQ for
multiple projects. (gov sig)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSCORTEZSB

161
Provides for exceptions from the retail seafood dealer's license. (8/1/16)

SEAFOODCHABERTSB

162
Provides relative to criminal and civil actions against spouses.  (8/1/16)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCEPETERSONSB
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163
Provides that general subject, tax, and  fiscal matters shall be heard during each regular legislative
session. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

LEGISLATIVE SESSIONSPETERSONSB

164
Allows any person who is registered to vote to vote absentee by mail without rendering a reason for
requesting an absentee ballot. (8/1/16)

VOTERS/VOTINGPETERSONSB

165
Requires landowner notification when an operator transfers an oil or gas well.  (8/1/16)

CONSERVATIONALLAINSB

166
Provides for the burial of certain pet remains with human remains. (1/1/17)

CEMETERIESAPPELSB

167
Provides relative to the implementation of the assessment and accountability system for publicly funded
early childhood education programs. (gov sig)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDAPPELSB

168
Constitutional amendment to provide relative to the authority and powers of the Board of Regents and the
public postsecondary management boards. (2/3 - CA13sl(A))

POSTSECONDARY EDAPPELSB

169
Provides relative to postsecondary institutions eligible to participate in the TOPS programs. (gov sig)

TOPSMORRISHSB

170
Provides relative to BESE authorization of Type 2 charters. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSMORRISHSB

171
Creates the crime of infliction of serious injury or death on a public road user. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTSMITH, G.SB

172
Provides for persons authorized to sign forms for issuance of special license plates or hang tags for
mobility impaired persons. (8/1/16)

MOTOR VEHICLESMORRELLSB

173
Provides for the attorney general to provide legal representation to parish judges. (8/1/16)

JUDGESSMITH, G.SB

174
Provides relative to the minimum ACT score for TOPS eligibility and TOPS award amounts. (gov sig)

TOPSDONAHUESB

175
Provides for the requirement that proposed agency rules with a fiscal impact of more than $100,000 be
submitted to the Senate Finance and House Appropriations committees for review. (gov sig)

FISCAL CONTROLSDONAHUESB

176
Constitutional amendment to remove authority to fund state police for traffic control from the
Transportation Trust Fund. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

177
Provides for funds in the state treasury.

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

178
Provides relative to certain appropriations. (7/1/16)

FISCAL CONTROLSPEACOCKSB

179
Prohibits the trafficking in human remains. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTRISERSB

180
Provides exemption from prosecution for anyone lawfully in possession of medical marijuana.  (8/1/16)

CONTROL DANGER SUBSTANCEMILLSSB

181
Provides relative to the Network Adequacy Act. (8/1/16)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCELONGSB

182
Constitutional amendment to require deposit of certain mineral revenue into the Transportation Trust
Fund. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))(7/1/17)

FUNDS/FUNDINGWARDSB

183
Provides relative to the State Board of Cosmetology. (8/1/16)

COSMETOLOGYWHITE, BODISB
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184
Provides with respect to a fraudulent insurance act.  (8/1/16)

INSURANCE DEPARTMENTMORRISHSB

185
Provides with respect to insurance premium finance companies. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE PREMIUMSMORRISHSB

186
Discontinues the White Lake Property Advisory Board. (8/1/16)

WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPTMORRISHSB

187
Provides relative to advanced practice registered nursing. (gov sig)

NURSESBARROWSB

188
Provides relative to Charitable Gaming. (8/1/16)

GAMINGJOHNSSB

189
Provides for pharmacist dispensing exceptions. (gov sig)

PHARMACISTSJOHNSSB

190
Provides relative to false advertisements. (8/1/16)

ADVERTISINGBARROWSB

191
Prohibits establishments that sell certain alcoholic beverages from employing persons under twenty-one
years of age for specified purposes. (8/1/16)

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESJOHNSSB

192
Provides for the confidential treatment of papers, documents, reports, or evidence related to an
investigation by the division of insurance fraud within the Department of Insurance. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE DEPARTMENTJOHNSSB

193
Provides relative to the adequacy of networks utilized by health insurance issuers for the provision of
health care services. (8/1/16)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCELONGSB

194
Provides for an enforceable mediation or arbitration provision in a trust. (8/1/16)

TRUSTSPEACOCKSB

195
Authorizes DOTD to solicit and enter into public-private partnership contracts. (gov sig)

TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPTCORTEZSB

196
Removes judge's discretion with regard to mandatory sentences for certain offenses involving the
possession, use, or discharge of a firearm.  (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCORTEZSB

197
Requires the use of a standard procurement process for certain solicitations between the state and a
nonpublic party for hospital services, health care services, or other services in the amount of $1 million or
more. (7/1/16)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSGATTISB

198
Prohibits BESE from granting Type 2 charters in certain school districts. (gov sig)

BESEGATTISB

199
Provides for prior approval by the commissioner of insurance for the merger of a domestic insurer or
health maintenance organization. (8/1/16)

INSURERSGATTISB

200
Provides relative to the authority of the commissioner to address violations of rules and regulations.
(8/1/16)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERGATTISB

201
Constitutional amendment to revise the circumstances that would allow the reduction of constitutionally
protected expenditures and dedications to eliminate a projected deficit in an ensuing fiscal year. (2/3 -
CA13s1(A))

FUNDS/FUNDINGALLAINSB

202
Authorizes a victim of domestic abuse to carry a concealed weapon without a permit for a limited period
of time. (8/1/16)

WEAPONSRISERSB

203
Provides for certain penalties regarding the unauthorized practice of law. (8/1/16)

ATTORNEYSWARDSB
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204
Requires occupant restraint systems on certain school buses. (8/1/16)

MOTOR VEHICLESCARTER, T.SB

205
Provides relative to required sales of tobacco wholesale dealers. (gov sig)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSCARTER, T.SB

206
Provides relative to advanced practice registered nursing. (gov sig)

NURSESCARTER, T.SB

207
Provides for legislation relative to the Louisiana Local Government Budget Act. (8/1/16)

LOCAL FINANCECOLOMBSB

208
Provides for the practice of chiropractic. (gov sig)

CHIROPRACTORSCOLOMBSB

209
Provides relative to exemptions to provisional licenses for ex-offenders. (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSBARROWSB

210
Provides relative to behavioral health services. (gov sig)

HEALTH SERVICESBARROWSB

211
Provides relative to the Louisiana State Board of Dentistry. (8/1/16)

DENTISTRYMARTINYSB

212
Requires employers to give workers paid sick leave. (2/3 - CA7s2.1)(gov sig)

EMPLOYMENTPETERSONSB

213
Constitutional amendment to provide for centralized collection of local sales and use taxes.
(2/3-CA13s1(A))

TAX/SALESHEWITTSB

214
Constitutional amendment to repeal certain constitutionally dedicated and protected allocations and
funds. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

FUNDS/FUNDINGWALSWORTHSB

215
Provides relative to appeals by tobacco permit holders. (gov sig)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURECARTER, T.SB

216
Creates the Louisiana Animal Shelter Registry. (8/1/16)

ANIMALSCARTER, T.SB

217
Provides for the confidentiality of records disclosed to or by the commissioner of insurance during the
course of an insurance receivership. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERBISHOP, W.SB

218
Authorizes the Department of Education and the Department of Health and Hospitals to survey students
regarding certain risk behavior associated with chronic health conditions. (8/1/16)

STUDENTSBISHOP, W.SB

219
Provides relative to the distribution of forfeitures of criminal bail bonds.  (8/1/16)

BONDSCLAITORSB

220
Provides for powers of the estate of a deceased or incompetent member. (8/1/16)

WILLS/TESTAMENTSPEACOCKSB

221
Provides for separate writing identifying bequest of corporeal movable property. (8/1/16)

WILLS/TESTAMENTSPEACOCKSB

222
Provides that certain records in the custody of the Louisiana State Licensing Board for Contractors are
exempt from the Public Records Law. (8/1/16)

PUBLIC RECORDSCLAITORSB

223
Requires the Louisiana Board of Examiners for Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology to obtain
criminal background checks on potential licensees.  (8/1/16)

SPEECH/PATH/AUDIOCLAITORSB

224
Repeals provisions regarding parking violations on campus declared unconstitutional. (gov sig)

COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIESCLAITORSB
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225
Requires the legislative and judicial branches to make their budgets available online to the public. (gov
sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

226
Provides for performance audits for statutory dedications that include a fee for service. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

227
Provides for the issuance of REAL ID compliant driver's licenses and special identification cards. (gov
sig)

MOTOR VEHICLESCOLOMBSB

228
Recreates the Tax Free Shopping (Refund) Program set to terminate on  July 1, 2017. (8/1/16)

TAX/TAXATIONLONGSB

229
Provides for certain fees collected by the office of conservation. (gov sig)

CONSERVATIONWALSWORTHSB

230
Provides relative to the Health Education Authority of Louisiana (HEAL). (8/1/16)

HEALTH SERVICESPETERSONSB

231
Provides relative to certain birth records. (gov sig)

CHILDRENMARTINYSB

232
Defines "sales of services" as to furnishing certain sleeping rooms, cottages, or cabins. (8/1/16)

TAX/SALESMARTINYSB

233
Provides relative to additional default remedies by certain debtors under certain secured transactions. 
(8/1/16)

SEIZURES/SALESJOHNSSB

234
Provides relative to additional default remedies by certain debtors under certain secured transactions. 
(8/1/16)

SEIZURES/SALESJOHNSSB

235
Provides relative to the status of private entities that contract with the Algiers Development District.
(8/1/16)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSCARTER, T.SB

236
Provides relative to admissions by emergency certificate of persons suffering from mental illness and
substance abuse. (8/1/16)

CORONERSBARROWSB

237
Provides relative to the State Uniform Construction Code. (8/1/16)

GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONSALLAINSB

238
Establishes procedure for certain nursing home surveys.  (8/1/16)

NURSING HOMESTHOMPSONSB

239
Provides for proper venue for all administrative hearings involving action against regulated professions
and occupations. (8/1/16)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDUREMILKOVICHSB

240
Provides relative to taxing authority of certain waterway commissions.  (8/1/16)

TAX/LOCALLONGSB

241
Provides right of access to autopsy records, coroner's reports and similar documents. (gov sig)

PUBLIC RECORDSMILKOVICHSB

242
Provides right of oral argument in contradictory hearings. (gov sig)

CIVIL PROCEDUREMILKOVICHSB

243
Provides relative to battery committed by two or more persons upon a victim. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTMILKOVICHSB

244
Allows year-round nighttime hunting of feral hogs and coyotes on private property. (8/1/16)

HUNTERS/HUNTINGMILKOVICHSB

245
Requires that local tax elections be held only on certain election days. (8/1/16)

ELECTION DAYSMILKOVICHSB
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246
Transfers the Eddie G. Robinson Museum from the jurisdiction of the Department of State to the Board of
Supervisors for the University of Louisiana System. (gov sig)

MUSEUMSLAFLEURSB

247
Transfers the jurisdiction of the Mansfield Female College Museum from the Department of State to the
Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism. (gov sig)

MUSEUMSLAFLEURSB

248
Removes certain museums from the jurisdiction of the Department of State. (gov sig)

MUSEUMSLAFLEURSB

249
Transfers jurisdiction of the Louisiana State Exhibit Museum from the Dept. of State to the Dept. of
Culture, Recreation and Tourism. (gov sig)

MUSEUMSLAFLEURSB

250
Removes the Germantown Colony Museum from the jurisdiction of the Department of State. (2/1/17)

MUSEUMSLAFLEURSB

251
Prohibits certain Wi-Fi "hotspot" blocking. (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSLAFLEURSB

252
Provides for funds in the state treasury. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGLAFLEURSB

253
Provides for a limitation relative to certain appropriations to the LSU Health Sciences Center of
Shreveport. (7/1/17)

FUNDS/FUNDINGPEACOCKSB

254
Provides that the Louisiana Equal Pay Act be applicable to men and private employers and requires
government contractors to verify equal pay practices. (8/1/16)

EMPLOYMENTMORRELLSB

255
Provide relative to supplier succession. (8/1/16)

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESMORRELLSB

256
Provides relative to allocation of funds to senior centers. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGWALSWORTHSB

257
Provides relative to underground storage tanks and the Motor Fuels Underground Storage Tank Trust
Fund. (8/1/16)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYWALSWORTHSB

258
Provides for coverage for refills for prescription eye drops.  (8/1/16)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCELUNEAUSB

259
Provides relative to the Louisiana Real Estate License Law. (8/1/16)

REAL ESTATEWHITE, BODISB

260
Provides relative to local charter authorizers and Type 1B charter schools. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSMORRISHSB

261
Authorizes two or more parishes to create a game and fish preserve when the preserve is located in
multiple parishes.  (8/1/16)

WILD REFUGES/PRESERVESLUNEAUSB

262
Provides relative to state content standards and related tests and assessments. (gov sig)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYMORRISHSB

263
Provides with respect to the treatment of dual enrollment courses within the state accountability system.
(gov sig)

SCHOOLSMORRISHSB

264
Provides for a prohibition on expenditure of funds regarding abortions. (gov sig)

CONTRACTSMILLSSB

265
Provides for an enforceable mediation or arbitration provision in a testament. (8/1/16)

WILLS/TESTAMENTSPEACOCKSB

266
Provides relative to the licensing of claims adjusters. (See Act)

INSURANCE CLAIMSLONGSB
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267
Provides relative to certain entities or organizations receiving capital outlay funding. (8/1/16)

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY MORRELLSB

268
Establishes a fixed period after establishing residency in Louisiana to have a vehicle registered and
inspected. (8/1/16)

MOTOR VEHICLESMORRELLSB

269
Provides for an increase in the state minimum wage. (2/3-CA7s2.1)(8/1/16)

EMPLOYMENTPETERSONSB

270
Provides relative to student data privacy. (gov sig)

STUDENTSBOUDREAUXSB

271
Provides for medical marijuana. (gov sig)

PHARMACISTSMILLSSB

272
Provides for the deposit and use of certain proceeds of the Deepwater Horizon economic damages
settlement. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

273
Authorizes the Greater New Orleans Expressway Commission to issue additional toll bonds. (gov sig)

BONDSDONAHUESB

274
Provides for the requirement of the division of administration to produce a standstill budget. (7/1/16)

FISCAL CONTROLSDONAHUESB

275
Requires cursive writing be taught in public schools. (gov sig)

CURRICULAMIZELLSB

276
Creates for the Louisiana Heritage Protection Commission. (gov sig)

HISTORIC PRESERVATIONMIZELLSB

277
Authorizes the Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism to employ law enforcement officers.
(8/1/16)

CULT/REC/TOUR DEPARTMENTBISHOP, W.SB

278
Provides relative to parole eligibility of offenders convicted of first or second degree murder who were
under the age of eighteen at the time of commission of the offense.  (7/1/16)

JUVENILESBISHOP, W.SB

279
Provides relative to the use of student growth data in teacher performance evaluations. (gov sig)

TEACHERSBISHOP, W.SB

280
Provides relative to the Medical Assistance Program. (8/1/16)

MEDICAIDJOHNSSB

281
Provides relative to bail bond forfeiture hearings. (8/1/16)

BONDSWARDSB

282
Provides relative to the definition of medically indigent. (8/1/16)

LSU SYSTEMAPPELSB

283
Provides for application by certain military personnel to be certified as a licensed professional engineer in
Louisiana. (8/1/16)

MILITARY AFFAIRSHEWITTSB

284
Prohibits the sale of infant formula or baby food that is stored in plastic containers, jars, or cans that
contain bisphenol-A.  (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSHEWITTSB

285
Provides an exception to the Open Meetings Law relative to attorney-client privilege.  (8/1/16)

PUBLIC MEETINGSWARDSB

286
Provides relative to the State Power Authority Act. (8/1/16)

LOCAL AGENCIESWARDSB

287
Provides for the revocation of P.O.S.T. qualification for peace officers convicted of malfeasance in office
(8/1/16)

LAW ENFORCEMENTWARDSB
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288
Prohibits a political subdivision from adopting more restrictive requirements and provides for state
preemption. (8/1/16)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSAPPELSB

289
Provides relative to malfeasance in office by law enforcement officers involving sexual conduct. (gov sig)

SEX OFFENSESJOHNSSB

290
Provides for cancellation of prescribed state tax liens. (8/1/16)

CLERKS OF COURTLAFLEURSB

291
Provides for patient access to physical therapy services without a prescription or referral from a
physician.  (gov sig)

HEALTH CAREMILLSSB

292
Prohibits a parish or municipality from assessing a fine in excess of $75 when a driver fails to provide
proof of insurance coverage at the time of a traffic stop. (8/1/16)

TRAFFICJOHNSSB

293
Provides relative to charter school funding. (7/1/16)

SCHOOLSCORTEZSB

294
Provides relative to the release of student information in a health or safety emergency. (gov sig)

STUDENTSWHITE, BODISB

295
Provides relative to non-gaming economic development by the casino operator.  (8/1/16)

GAMINGPETERSONSB

296
Provides for the transfer of the Jackson Avenue Terminal Ferry. (gov sig)

PUBLIC LANDSPETERSONSB

297
Requires election commissioners to attend a uniformed general course of instruction annually. (8/1/16)

ELECTION CODEPETERSONSB

298
Creates the Louisiana Family and Medical Leave Act. (See Act)

EMPLOYMENTPETERSONSB

299
Provides relative to fees, charges, penalties, and fines for certain traffic violations.(gov sig)

MOTOR VEHICLESMILKOVICHSB

300
Provides for staffing standards at ambulatory surgical centers. (8/1/16)

HEALTH SERVICESCLAITORSB

301
Creates the Juvenile Justice Accountability and Cost Effectiveness Act of 2016 as a system to monitor
and implement systems for better accountability and cost-effectiveness in the juvenile justice system.
(8/1/16)

JUVENILE JUSTICEMORRELLSB

302
Creates the Safe and Fair Return Act of 2016. (8/1/16)

CRIMINAL PROCEDUREMORRELLSB

303
Enacts the Educational Accountability and Rehabilitation Act of 2016. (8/1/16)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYMORRELLSB

304
Provides for the Domestic Violence Prevention and Lawful Transfer of Firearms Act. (8/1/16)

WEAPONSRISERSB

305
Creates the Fund Review Commission to review dedicated funds which receive state general funds. (gov
sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

306
Provides that physical custody of children shall be shared equally in a joint custody decree. (gov sig)

CIVIL PROCEDURECARTER, T.SB

307
Provides relative to the Louisiana Student  Financial Assistance Commission and the Louisiana Tuition
Trust Authority. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDMORRISHSB

308
Limits the amount of instructional time devoted to state and district testing. (gov sig)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYMILKOVICHSB
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309
Amends supervision requirements for certain addictive disorder practitioners in certain custodial
environments. (8/1/16)

HEALTH CARECLAITORSB

310
Requires the Dept. of Education to collect and report certain special education data. (gov sig)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENTCLAITORSB

311
Provides relative to deferred presentment and small loans. (8/1/16)

LOANSBARROWSB

312
Prohibits certain telemarketing phone calls to consumers by certain credit access business and provides
penalties. (8/1/16)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSBARROWSB

313
Provides relative to the Council on the Status of Grandparents Raising Grandchildren.  (gov sig)

CHILDRENBARROWSB

314
Provides relative to certain motor vehicle taxes. (8/1/16)

TAX/TAXATIONSMITH, G.SB

315
Provides relative to certain mineral revenues received by the state. (7/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGDONAHUESB

316
Provides relative to balance billing by and reimbursement of noncontracted facility-based physicians for
covered health care services rendered in an in-network health care facility. (8/1/16)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEDONAHUESB

317
Provides relative to student behavior and discipline, including the use of seclusion and physical restraint
to address the behavior of students with exceptionalities. (gov sig)

STUDENTSDONAHUESB

318
Provides for the appropriation of incentive expenditures. (7/1/16)

FISCAL CONTROLSDONAHUESB

319
Provides relative to advanced police and service dog training programs. (8/1/16)

LAW ENFORCEMENTPERRYSB

320
Provides for designated seating in a courtroom. (8/1/16)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCEMORRELLSB

321
To provide for a funding formula for new hospitals that are in adversely impacted areas with limited
patient access. (8/1/16)

HOSPITALSMORRELLSB

322
Provides relative to revocation of a video draw poker device license for certain violations. (8/1/16)

VIDEO POKERMORRELLSB

323
Provides with respect to fuel sales at qualified truck stop facilities. (8/1/16)

VIDEO POKERMORRELLSB

324
Creates the Raise the Age Louisiana Act of 2016 and the La. Juvenile Jurisdiction Planning and
Implementation Council. (8/1/16)

JUVENILE JUSTICEMORRELLSB

325
Makes changes to Judicial Building Fund as it relates to juvenile and family court matters. (7/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGCLAITORSB

326
Provides relative to reporting of child abuse and neglect.  (8/1/16)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCLAITORSB

327
Provides for Louisiana False Claims Act. (8/1/16)

CIVIL PROCEDURELUNEAUSB

328
Provides for telehealth access. (8/1/16)

HEALTH CARECLAITORSB

329
Increases the minimum cumulative grade point average for the Opportunity Award, the Performance
Award, and the Honors Award in four years. (gov sig)

TOPSCLAITORSB
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330
Allows each public school governing authority to determine the education content standards and
assessments to be used in the schools under its jurisdiction. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSMILKOVICHSB

331
Requires the assignment of anti-trust claims of state vendors or contractors. (8/1/16)

JUSTICE DEPARTMENTPEACOCKSB

332
Provides relative to gender identification discrimination. (8/1/16)

DISCRIMINATIONMORRELLSB

333
Allows video conferencing of committee meetings and sessions of the legislature and authorizes voting in
absentia. (gov sig)

PUBLIC MEETINGSCOLOMBSB

334
Repeals certain provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure declared unconstitutional. (8/1/16)

CRIMINAL PROCEDURECLAITORSB

335
Prohibits charter schools from requiring disclosure of certain student information. (gov sig)

STUDENTSCLAITORSB

336
Provides relative to the State Licensing Board for Contractors. (8/1/16)

CONTRACTORSMARTINYSB

337
Provides relative to the sale of dogs and cats in retail stores. (gov sig)

ANIMALSMARTINYSB

338
Provides for the protection of vulnerable adults from financial exploitation.  (gov sig)

SECURITIESMARTINYSB

339
Provides with respect to the closure of a restaurant at a qualified truck stop facility. (8/1/16)

VIDEO POKERMARTINYSB

340
Creates the Privatization Review Act. (8/1/16)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSGATTISB

341
Provides relative to the Louisiana Massage Therapists and Massage Establishments Act. (8/1/16)

GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONSMARTINYSB

342
Provides relative to the use of student growth data in teacher evaluations. (gov sig)

TEACHERSBOUDREAUXSB

343
Provides relative to the issuance of private letter rulings by the commissioner of insurance. (8/1/16)

INSURANCE DEPARTMENTGATTISB

344
Provides for work requirements for SNAP beneficiaries. (gov sig)

WELFAREJOHNSSB

345
Establishes the Feral Hog Task Force.  (8/1/16)

WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPTWARDSB

346
Provides relative to certain special funds in the state treasury. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGCARTER, T.SB

347
Repeals restrictions which bar local governmental subdivisions from enacting local labor ordinances
which establish a minimum wage and a minimum number of vacation and sick leave days. (8/1/16)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, T.SB

348
Provides for the issuance of REAL ID compliant driver's licenses and special identification cards. (gov
sig)

MOTOR VEHICLESCARTER, T.SB

349
Provides relative to driver's education. (8/1/16).

MOTOR VEHICLESCARTER, T.SB

350
Provides for issuance of long-form birth records and death certificates. (8/1/16)

VITAL STATISTICSLUNEAUSB

351
Provides relative to the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium for Research and Education. (gov sig)
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352
Provides for the Louisiana False Claims Act. (8/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGRISERSB

353
Provides for the Louisiana Expectant and Parenting Students Act. (8/1/16)

SCHOOLSBISHOP, W.SB

354
Provides relative to contracts of the DOTD. (gov sig)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSCORTEZSB

355
Requires contracts to comply with local public school board policy. (8/1/16)

SCHOOLSCORTEZSB

356
Provides for the transfer of monies from the Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund to the state general
fund. (7/1/16)

FUNDS/FUNDINGCARTER, T.SB

357
Requires posting of red light camera locations. (8/1/16)

TRAFFICCARTER, T.SB

358
Provides relative to the MediFund Board (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDMORRISHSB

359
Provides for the prohibition of the expenditure of state funds to refund a tax credit, pay certain rebates, or
repurchase or grant transferable tax credits granted through incentive contracts unless budgeted and
appropriated. (gov sig)

FISCAL CONTROLSLAFLEURSB
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